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News
Miami

Miami is our sensational new launch for 2009. A medium-sized ride,
Miami is another SB in-house design, manufactured by Cogan of
Modena.
The innovation lies in the clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of the
disc which is accompanied by great music and high impact LED lighting.
Miami will attract children of both genders and all ages. This ride is
going to be a classic.

Best Sellers
During the past 15 years SB Machines
has established itself as one of the top
suppliers of kiddie rides in the UK and
Ireland. We have a large portfolio of
rides that can suit all individuals and
premises.
Left are some of our biggest selling
rides of recent years; consider them as
‘must haves'.
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Expansion of our range
Our recent collaboration with VdWInternational of Belgium led to the introduction of the
very popular Magic Safe Prize Dispensing game to the UK and Ireland.
VdW are specialists in design and manufacturing of coin-operated pushers, and after
extensive trialling in the UK, we are delighted to present their latest creation, Da Vinci
Mystery.
Available in 3 player/6 player format, with multicolour glow effect, Da Vinci Mystery
has a fantastic visual impact and superb play appeal. In addition, the intriguing bonus
feature will keep customers coming back for more! The Pusher Renaissance has started…

Magic Safe
The fabulous Magic Safe is a prize dispensing game
manufactured by VdW.
The aim of the game is to match the 4 digit code of the
safe.
If you match 4 digits then you win the 1st prize. However,
if you only match 3 digits you will still win the 2nd prize.
All prizes are then dispensed automatically via a
spiral/carousel system.

Magic Safe Group
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